
Genus was inspired by the need for 
versatile table solutions that can 
transition from casual discussions to 
formal meetings and interviews to training 
sessions with ease. 

Genus low-key look also adds to its 
versatility, allowing for endless table 
combinations across any number  
of spaces. 

Bene�ts
• In line with its adaptable, work- 

anywhere mindset, the Genus  
family is streamlined, making  
its tables the perfect companions  
for any space, no matter what the  
organisational aesthetic. 

• With its intuitive flip-top table  
surface, this is the vital piece  
every o�ce needs. Simply pull the 
lever and the tabletop flips to  
vertical in seconds, making it easy  
to transport the table wherever it’s  
needed in the o�ce. 

• The Genus Round Table comes  
with optional cable management,  
ensuring there’s power right when  
and where it’s needed. Plus it’s  
built into the metal column  
base, so wires stay out of sight  
and workspaces stay clutter-free.  

Warranty 
12-year, 3-shi�

hermanmiller.com/en-apc/genus-tables

Genus™ Tables

http://hermanmiller.com/en-apc/genus-tables
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Click here to view the complete textile and materials o�ering for Genus Tables.

Click here to see how Genus Tables meet your environmental goals.

Click here to explore the 3D model library.

Materials

Sustainability

3D Models
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Genus™ Tables

Statement of Line Overview

1. Round surface

2. Column base

3. Round surface with grommet

4. Column base with cable management

5. Y column legs

6. Rectangular worksurface

7. Casters with lock system

8. Flip-top mechanism

Round Table

Flip-top Table

Round Table with cable management
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